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Description
To help user decide where to pick focus target if on-axis is desired.

Associated revisions

Revision c50970bb - 01/12/2018 12:21 AM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5437 use crosshair tool to double as tilt axis display

Revision a8d886fe - 01/12/2018 12:27 AM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5437 pass no matrix calibration

Revision a764e49e - 01/17/2018 12:44 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5437 handle rectangular buffer area

Revision f3933a9e - 01/17/2018 01:44 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5437 handle asymmetrical view

History

#1 - 01/12/2018 12:23 AM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to In Test

Need to test if the tilt axis (x-axis of the stage position) is calculated right from the stage position matrix

#2 - 04/02/2019 05:13 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from In Test to Closed

The axis that spans the whole application window is the tilt axis. The one not span the full length is perpendicular to it.